1927 TECHNOLOGY CIRCUS BEGINS WITH PARADE AND CLOSES WITH MOB SCENES

CIRCUS REVELERS HAVE HILARIOUS TIME ON FRIDAY

Crowd Engages in Pie and Bottle Throwing Contest —Has Tug-of-War

NIP AND TUCK HAVE RACE

"Many were the heads that accused Friday night, after the Circus brawl. For many of the undergraduates, more had been done that night than could be attributed to the Circus," said one of the participants. The event began with a bottle-throwing contest, in which the contestants had to hit targets on the opposite side of the street. The contest was won by a group of students from Beta Theta Pi, who hit all their targets with perfect accuracy.

Tech Show 1927, Glorifies Life On a Dude Ranch

Tech Show 1927, which was praised as highly as any other event, was held at the end of the year. The show featured a wide variety of exhibits, including models of the latest in technology, as well as a display of the most advanced in the field of engineering. The show was sponsored by the Engineering Club, and was open to the public.

Tech Show —Continued on Page 4

REV. ROBERTS WILL GIVE T. C. A. TALK

As the last of the nationally-known speakers finished off the talk on the subject of the day, Rev. Roberts, a member of the staff, rose to give the closing talk. The subject of the talk was "The Future of Technology." The Rev. Roberts, who has been a member of the staff for many years, gave a detailed and interesting talk on the subject.

 technological advances.

MULTI-FOLDS AND FREAKS TAKE PART IN GALA PARADE

Betta Theta Pi Wins First Prize For Towsonville Trolley Model

Prize Winning Float in Friday's Parade

Comments From The Victims

Mr. William M. Ross, "Every year is a boost. However, the T. C. A.浮肿 for service, the school that can obtain new blood, as the students. In order to avoid overcrowding, we will consider opening a new division of Chamber music in the near future."

Mr. William C. Greene, Jr., "I don't see how that story ever fooled the school."

Mr. Joseph C. Barry, Jr., "I don't see how that story ever fooled the school."

Mr. James A. Lyle, Jr., "It was a good taste of the Fitter Paper. As for the crook of my raising, I shall neither deny nor condone it."
WHEN THE TECH

THE OPEN FORUM

To the Editor of "The Tech."

Everywhere people like the past few years Tech Show has been fine.

A Technical student could be blamed on the trip, because, if I am

right, they are going to have their way. The fathers lives at the

door of the Undergraduate Bodies, and the students have their

own show at its three Boston Parks.

There have been nibbles. The advance orders have been small,

Yet the editors were promised a large crowd. And you could neither see nor hear much in the Boston Open Houses at any price one could afford to pay.

The techs of 1927 have been nibbled by the press upon their

spirit and interest. The advance notices of the show from New

York, and Harvard, the largest, most enthusiastic, most enthusiastic...

But they will try to remain for a long time.

And for once, thank Heaven, we are not the only ones of the big

groups we can call an open house. The Tech is the only one of the
two shows whose publica will be held April 13, 19, and 31.

The Open Door Policy

The Open Door Policy, we hope, will be enforced, and the

honor of Tech students will be preserved.

The Editorial Board

THE TECH BOOK LIST

GHOST OF HEMLOCK CANYON

THE GHOST OF HEMLOCK CANYON, by Harold Bindloss; Published by: New York: Pyneddick F. Stokes Company, 1926. 204 pages. $1.00.

Plots and forest drive are incalculable influences and may be among them. Man can battle nature and expect to gain a victory in the end with knowledge and adherence to its laws, but when the struggle is on they are almost insurmountable. Through many years of his life near

nature, he understands it and can be with his partner and always fearing that he must explain the things he himself has been conscious.

This year Martin has begun to for

get the mocking of the footsteps which seem constantly to follow him. The dead partner's nephew, Denis, comes in from England and a fight between the two Negroes and so on and so forth.

This is the story and Denis forgives, then

the story is over...

THE PLAY DIRECTORY

STAGE

ISLE: "The Ghost Train"—with

MURPH: "The Ghost Train"—with

W BOY: "The Ghost Train"—with

CLiff: "The Ghost Train"—with
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STAGE
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CLOTHES

READY-MADE

CARLTON'S

WEAR

LISTS SOLELY FOR DISTINGUISHED SERVICE IN THE UNITED STATES.

DEPARTMENT

FOR

TOURIST

THIRD CABIN

SERVICE TO

EUROPE

at $95 (up)

ROUND TRIP

$170 (up)

In our fleet you have the choice of

1. The only ship in the world exclusively devoted to (any type of animal) carriages.

2. The world's largest ship, Majestic, and the world's largest cruise liner: Mauretania.

3. The largest ships carrying Tourist Third Cabin passengers to the ports of England, Ireland, France or Italy.

4. The largest ships carrying this class boats and to.

5. The largest member of "Tourist" sailing offered by any line or group of lines.

These are but the smallest examples of the most of a service which has delighted thousands of college men and women in recent years.

EARLY RESERVATION IS OFTTEN RECOMMENDED.
Crimson Annexes Four Out Of Seven Bouts In Intercollegiate Debut

One of the biggest surprises of the year was Saturday evening at the Remmenau meet when a fast and hard hitting Harvard boxing team just managed to defeat Technology 4-3, in as thrilling an event as has been seen at Harvard this year. The match marked the inauguration of Varsity boxing at Harvard, the Crimson having had only intramural contests prior to this.

In the opening bout Fred Sullivan of the Crimson scored the only victory, an easy win over a very fast bout of Springfield College in the 115-pound class. The Crimson battled by Sullivan outpointed the lightning fast kid with a slight edge throughout the battle.

Captains Ewask of the Crimson opened the way when he defeated Albert C. Sack of Harvard. For two rounds the men were on even terms but in the third the Harvard leather pusher took it to a fast finish and secured the decision.

The most exciting bout of the evening was the battle between Dennis of the Crimson and Gordon of Harvard. From the opening bout Dennis started to the lead, and the referee stepped in at the close of the opening round to restart the contest. It was a draw but Dennis maintained a slight edge throughout the battle.

Coney Loses First Bout

One of the two big surprises of the year came in the 115 division when Cuny, who up to this time had not defeated the Crimson, met the Crimson in the 115-pound class. The Crimson carried off first places in the winter of 1920.

Once again the lead reverted to Harvard when Dennis of the Crimson won an easy decision over Albert Carey in the 115-pound class. The Engineer was defeated handily over Albert Carey in the 115-pound class. The Engineer was defeated handily over Albert Carey in the 115-pound class.

The opposing teams of Baptiste, graduates, also furnished exhibits.

The season:

This year's A. A. U., 40-yard dash chamionship — was won by John Carvin of the Crimson, who ran the distance in 9.8.

Springfield College, in the final bout, defeated the Crimson 3-2.

More than 800 people witnessed the competition, the first Harvard meet of the season. Members of the senior class of the Pennsylvania school at the inauguration of the meet gave an exhibition of Dramatic gymnastics. The Crimson in the mass sets and parts also furnished exhibits.

The season:

Hundreds of Harvard students watched the Harvard meet. The Crimson starred in the 115-pound class and the 110-pound class. Albert Carey of the Crimson was an individual star at the United States Naval Academy.

State University, had the advantage of the first set of the season. The Crimson starred in the 115-pound class and the 110-pound class. Albert Carey of the Crimson was an individual star at the United States Naval Academy.

New England A. A. A. was a third of the competition, the first New England A. A. A. at Vassar.

Dr. William J. O'Brien of the New England A.-A. A. was a third of the competition, the first New England A. A. A. at Vassar.
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Tech Show To Use Cow Farm Rag Music

One feature, wonder-striking cow call will be the target for the big C Shale, located at Tech Field 27 on Tech Field tomorrow afternoon. The cow call was the hit of Tech Show 29 last year, and it will be repeated again this year by the excellent band of the Sigma Chi fraternity.

The cow call is a type of horn music, and it is said to have originated with the peasants of the western world. It is said to have been introduced to the United States by the early settlers, and it has been a favorite form of music ever since.

The cow call will be performed by the Sigma Chi fraternity band, and it will be a highlight of the Tech Show.

Radiating True Circus Atmosphere, The Freaks Go Through Their Stunts

Floats and Freaks Combine in Gala Circus Parade Around the Institute

The annual Circus Parade around the Institute will be held on Saturday afternoon, April 4, and it is sure to be a spectacular event. The parade will feature a variety of floats and freaks, and it will be a true circus atmosphere.

Noticees and Announcements

BASEBALL

It is imperative that all prospective team members attend the Boone-Fuller baseball meeting in room 1025 at 3 o'clock. Two representatives and three freshmen are wanted to try out for Assistant Baseball Managers. Those desiring to do so should report at the board this afternoon.

CREW COMPETITION

The manager of Crew announced the reopening of the competition for freshmen managers. All freshmen in the chemical engineering course should report to the boat house any afternoon at 5 o'clock.

Nautical Architecture Society

There will be a meeting of the Nautical Architecture Society tomorrow afternoon at 3 o'clock at room 5-226. All Course IV Engineers are invited to attend.

Have You Tried Those New Supper Specials at Walker's?

Edgeworth makes ladies prefer pipe-smokers

The parade was wildly cheered by an enthusiastic crowd who were carried away by sudden patriotism for the cow. The cow fight without the bull was attempted if somewhat. It was found that the adrenals of the cow were extremely sensitive to the sight of a bull. The bull fight without the cow was not quite so popular as the cow fight with the bull, but it was still enjoyed by the spectators.

The parade was a great success, and it is sure to be a highlight of the Tech Show.

Change to the account of

American Tobacco Company
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